
Edible Cutlery
Use me, bite me!



ABOUT US 

Founded:
Juni 2019

Based in:
Göttingen, Germany

Sales till now:
Approx. 4.500.000€

Projected revenue for 2022:
3,5 Million €

Employees: 21

Vision:
With our edible cutlery, 
we want to make
sustainable
consumption
convenient and easy.
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Food Retail - Figures, Data, Facts

Sales Figures in 2021:
Edible spoons: 300K PUs

Edible waffle cups: 60K PUs

Edible tableware: 35K PUs

Edible straws: 110K PUs

Sales Figures in 2022:
Edible spoons: 900K PUs

Edible waffle cups: 120K PUs

Edible tableware: 80K PUs

Edible straws: 500K PUs
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Growth increase: over 400% (despite Corona pandemic)

Awards:
PUs: Production Units



Unsere Produktion

Our Production
Not every edible spoon or drinking straw has good quality.

We do not compromise on the quality of our products and also
We rely on rapidly renewable raw materials.

Our production facility can produce
a volume of 100,000 PUs per day.

We produce in a family business
in India, as well as Italy and 
Germany.
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Plastic Ban

Since July 3, a ban has been in force 
throughout the EU on single-use 
plastic items, including cutlery, 

drinking straws, coffee cups and other 
packaging materials. Bioplastics are 

also in scope of the ban.

We provide a sustainable, enjoyable
and delicious alternative with our

100% natural products.
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Our Product Range What do we offer?

✓ Edible spoons

✓ Edible straws

✓ Edible waffle cups

✓ Drinking chocolate on an edible spoon

✓ 2 in 1 Fork and Spoon

✓ Edible chopsticks

✓ Edible knives

All our items are packed in retail paper boxes. The items inside are sub 
packaged in paper bags.

Tax ID for packaging: DE1243389162157-V
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Edible Spoons

✓ Baked dough based on different 
cereals such as wheat, oats & millet

✓ 60 minutes in cold dishes & 30 
minutes in hot dishes

✓ Available in 4 delicious flavors: 
− Cocoa
− Classic (Vanillia) 
− Masala
− Pepper

✓ Perfect consistency after 20 minutes

✓ Shelf life for 18 months
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What are our spoons made of?

Millet flour

Rice flour

Oat fiber

Rice syrup crystals
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We are also available individually packaged! 
Perfect for comfort foods such as salad, cereals, desserts, etc. 

Your customers can enjoy on-the-go meals
sustainably as well!

Why our edible spoons? Here is why:
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Stable

Smooth surface

Sustainable

Unique 
experience

Taste neutrality

Edible 
cutlery

Wood cutlery
Bio-Plastic 

cutlery
(Banned since 
2nd Jul i 2021)

Paper cutlery



Edible Forks

✓ Baked dough based on different 
cereals such as wheat, oats & millet

✓ 60 minutes in cold dishes & 30 
minutes in hot dishes

✓ Available in 4 delicious flavors: 
− Cocoa
− Classic (Vanillia) 
− Masala
− Pepper

✓ Perfect consistency after 20 minutes

✓ Shelf life for 18 months
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Edible cutlery – Packaging
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Retail Bulk Separate packaging

- 400 – 500 pcs in one box
- Underpacked in 100 pcs 

pouchs made of paper



Edible Drinking Straws

✓ Impressive long shelf life in the 
beverage - approx. 60 minutes

✓Neutral taste

✓ 10 pieces in one package or 900 pcs on 
one carton

✓ Perfect for the cocktails and refreshing 
drinks in summer, also works well in a 
fresh juice in winter 

✓ Shelf life 14 months
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Edible Waffle Cups

✓Delicious, vegan delight

✓Made from wheat flour, oat bran and 
sugar

✓ Stable for 30 minutes in hot drinks

✓ Stable for 60 minutes in cold drinks

✓Neutral in taste when drinking

✓ Slightly sweet when consumed

✓ Packed 10 or 12 pieces per package

✓Durable for at least 7 months
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Drinking Chocolate on Edible Spoon
The special cocoa pleasure with a cookie and hot chocolate in one go

✓ Perfect for a rainy day or a cozy evening 

✓ Cookie and hot chocolate combined

✓ Available in dark and milk chocolate 

✓ Ideal also as a gift

✓ Vegan delight 

✓ Made with fair trade chocolate 
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2 in 1 Fork and Spoon

✓ Baked dough based on 
different cereals such as wheat, oats 
& millet

✓ 60 minutes in cold dishes & 
30 minutes in hot dishes

✓ Available in 4 delicious flavors:
− Cocoa
− Classic (Vanillia)
− Masala
− Pepper

✓ Perfect consistency after 20 minutes

✓ Shelf life for 18 months
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Edible Chopsticks
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✓ Baked dough based on 
different cereals such as wheat, oats 
& millet

✓ 60 minutes in cold dishes & 
30 minutes in hot dishes

✓ Available in 4 delicious flavors:
− Cocoa
− Classic (Vanillia)
− Masala
− Pepper

✓ Perfect consistency after 20 minutes

✓ Shelf life for 18 months



Edible Knives

✓Delicious, vegan delight

✓Made from wheat flour, oat bran and 
sugar

✓ Stable for 30 minutes in hot drinks

✓ Stable for 60 minutes in cold drinks

✓Neutral in taste when drinking

✓ Slightly sweet when consumed

✓ Packed 10 or 12 pieces per package

✓Durable for at least 7 months
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We are certified!
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Why choose us?

✓Known from "the lion's den" TV show in Germany

✓Market leader in the field of edible cutlery and tableware

✓Unique production process (4 years of development time)

✓Our products are functional (keeps stable for a long time) and taste 
delicious

✓We meet all the expectations of the customers of edible cutlery

✓Good product quality at a reasonable price

✓Over 100,000 satisfied customers

✓Successful display campaigns at Kaufland, Globus, Edeka and Rewe
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Kulero can be found at: 
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What are you waiting for? 
Inspire your customers with sustainable alternatives and set 
yourself apart from the competition.

Reach us:

Hemant Chawla: +4915144320190
hemant.chawla@kulero.de

Hamza Osmanogullari: 
+4915510164783
hamza.osmanogullari@kulero.de
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